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Clinical trial recruitment
and enrollment accounts
for approximately 40% of all
clinical research budgets.
Yet despite the amount of money and effort sponsors and other
research stakeholders invest into recruitment, 80% of studies

fail to enroll enough patients on time, resulting in costly timeline
extensions and site additions.1

Key reasons for these poor performance statistics are the

40%

barriers to effective recruitment placed between potential study
participants – the patients – and study leaders. These barriers

include lack of patient awareness of clinical trials and sociocultural
issues related to trial participation.2 These barriers make it difficult

Clinical trial recruitment

keep study timelines.

for approximately 40% of all

for sponsors to meet enrollment and patient retention goals and

Better Candidates Means Better Enrollment

and enrollment accounts
clinical research budgets.

While it may sound over-simplified, the most effective strategy

for improving recruitment and enrollment is to identify the best

possible candidates for study participation. This means enrolling
patients that meet study criteria and are highly motivated to
comply with all of their study responsibilities.

At Trialbee, we utilize our proprietary technology platform,

80%

built on data-science, to target and bring high-quality candidates
to sponsors.

80% of studies fail to enroll
enough patients on time.
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It Begins With a Person

We start by creating a persona based on the characteristics of the
ideal study candidate. We include traits such as age, gender, race,

ethnicity and others to build out the type of person we plan to target
for recruitment. Once we understand who we want, we can employ
hyper-targeted outreach strategies that include advertising and

content delivery to the online communities where our candidates

are most active. This replaces the kind of costly shotgun approaches
to recruitment that, while they may produce high numbers of

interested candidates, typically result in very low numbers of enrolled
participants along with poor retention.

By building a recruiting plan on top of expertly designed candidate

personas, we can deliver recruits that more closely fit study protocol
criteria and help sponsors save months of recruitment time.

Letting the Technology Drive

Once we know who we want to enroll into the study, Trialbee puts

advanced data-mining technology to work. Starting from the persona
data, the platform seeks out candidates in three unique ways:
• T
 he public domain – A wealth of information not readily
available on existing trial registries exists in the public

domain. Data around patient availability, comorbidities,
demographics, and more help to build a foundation for
the candidate search.

• E
 lectronic health records (EHR) – Trialbee identifies and

targets relevant patient groups through EHR data, working
with healthcare organizations to sift through de-identified
patient information, but providing insights into where
these patients are.

• C
 laims data – Similar to the EHR strategy, Trialbee can

identify populations of patients likely to qualify for studies
by analyzing de-identified insurance claims data.
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With the information gleaned in these ways, Trialbee can help to

identify relevant online communities and spaces where candidates
fitting the study persona are engaged. These include social media

groups like those on Facebook and Google as well as other websites,

applications, and digital engagement channels dedicated to specific
therapeutic areas. The technology does not stop at simply telling
sponsors where to target, it also helps study leaders the types

Trialbee studied the best
practices for building
successful opt-in
solutions online, seeking
out what leaders in
multiple industries do to

of messaging that will resonate with potential trial candidates.

help their customers get

is critical to gaining buy-in. Once the technology has shown us

to point B (confirm

Speaking to people in their own language (literally and figuratively)

from point A (interested)

where our candidates are and the kind of information they are

purchase) as quickly and

looking for, Trialbee goes to work recruiting using the built-in features
of Facebook, Google and others, along with data-driven digital

seamlessly as possible.

advertising platforms like Taboola and Outbrain.

A Soft Place to Land

Even the best, most insight digital marketing tactics will fail if there
is not an effective way for users to opt-in. This is where the study-

specific landing page comes in. The experts at Trialbee use the data

acquired in the previous steps to build a landing page that is specific

to the therapeutic area and easy for candidates to navigate and use.
Candidates click through to the landing page from the digital

recruitment content (advertisements, blogs, videos, etc.). On this

page, candidates will find a brief pre-screening questionnaire where
they will answer up to 10 questions designed to assess their eligibility

for the study. The topics of these questions range from where they live

in the world and demographics to more pointed questions about their
condition. To successfully capture candidate data, the landing page

must be intuitive and allow patients to understand what they need to
do quickly. Trialbee studied the best practices for building successful

opt-in solutions online, seeking out what leaders in multiple industries
do to help their customers get from point A (interested) to point B

(confirm purchase) as quickly and seamlessly as possible. Using these
insights from the retail, technology and healthcare industries, Trialbee
has developed an effective approach for pre-qualifying candidates.
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These pre-qualified candidates – those patients that successfully

pass this initial eligibility test posed by the landing page questions
– are then delivered to Trialbee’s roster of nurses who set up

appointments with candidates to further drill down into their study

eligibility. The end result is that we are able to deliver to sponsors an
optimized list of potential candidates.

Key Benefits

There are many advantages to using technology to optimize the
clinical trial candidate pool, such as:

• Instead of delivering a huge number of candidates for

sites to sift through and eliminate, Trialbee’s technology
provides a smaller number of highly-qualified
candidates, greatly reducing site burden

• A
 llowing sponsors and sites to begin with a smaller,

more qualified group of study candidates speeds up

the final selection process, meaning that studies can
begin more quickly

• T
 he technology can help to streamline recruitment/

enrollment workflows, allowing study teams to manage
the recruitment funnel with one central platform

Making it Easier for Patients to Get Involved

There are many reasons for why a motivated, study-eligible patient

would not participate in a clinical trial. Chief among these is a general
lack of awareness of available studies. Trialbee’s platform approach

to highly-targeted, study-specific recruiting helps to educate the right
group of potential candidates while providing an intuitive channel for
them to move from educated and interested to enrolled. Simplifying

this process for patients leads to new efficiencies and less burden for
sites and smoother, quicker study starts for sponsors.

For more information visit trialbee.com.
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